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UPCOMING DAVINCI EVENTS
**17 April, Night Out/Membership Meeting, O’Charley’s, 7:00 PM

PASSAGES
StarTrek.com is saddened to report the passing of Lawrence Montaigne, the veteran actor who
played the Romulan, Decius, in the Star Trek: The Original Series episode "Balance of Terror" in
1966 and returned a year later to portray Stonn, a Vulcan, in "Amok Time." The actor died on
Friday, March 17, at the age of 86.
He was featured in such films as The Great Escape (with Steve McQueen and James Garner),
Tubruk (with Rock Hudson and George Peppard) and The Power (with George Hamilton and
Suzanne Pleshette), and later in Captain Sinbad and Damon & Pythias (both starring Guy
Williams), The Mongols (starring Jack Palance and Anita Ekberg) and Escape To Witch
Mountain (with Ray Milland and Donald Pleasance.)

Montaigne as Decius from “Balance of Terror” and as Stonn from “Amok Time”
In addition to his film credits, Montaigne, by his own count, appeared in more than 200 episodes
of television, including The Outer Limits, The Fugitive, I Spy, The Time Tunnel, Batman, The
Man from U.N.C.L.E., Mission: Impossible and Dallas. According to various sources, including
Montaigne himself, the producers of TOS were ready to tap him to replace Leonard Nimoy as
Spock when negotiations with with Nimoy seemed unlikely to pan out; they did, however, and
Montaigne was invited to play Stonn.
Forty-plus years after his TOS roles, Montaigne reprised Stonn in the fan film Star Trek: Of
Gods and Men, directed by Tim Russ. In addition to his work as an actor and stuntman, he wrote
an autobiography, A Vulcan Odyssey, and two novels, The Guardian List and The Barrel of
Death.
As recently as last August, Montaigne was a regular presence at the annual Star Trek Las Vegas
gathering. Back in 2012, in our StarTrek.com interview, the actor explained that even so many

years after "Balance of Terror" and "Amok Time," he still enjoyed meeting fans, signing
autographs, posing for photos and reminiscing.
"I love it," he said. "I’m out of touch. I’m living in Vegas, not in Los Angeles. I’m not in the
hub of things. So, when I’m in Vegas, not only do I enjoy seeing the fans, but I have the
opportunity to see people I’ve worked with, people I’ve known for years, people I don’t
otherwise have an opportunity to see on a social basis because of geography. The fans are so
great. Some of the fans come back year in and year out, so we’re on a first-name basis. We’ll talk
about the things they’ve done in the past year and, likewise, I’ll talk about what I’ve done. So, it’s
a lot of fun. I can’t imagine an actor who’s worked on Star Trek not wanting to get involved and
do these conventions."
Thanks to Star Trek.com for the article and photos.

FROM THE CENTER SEAT
Happy Spring to y’all. Yes, it is the time of year when your car and just about everything else
begins to turn a lovely shade of green, when stocks of Kimberly-Clark soar, and pharmaceutical
companies rejoice!
The semi-annual Columbus Comic Book Show took place at the end of February and was a
rousing success. Hundreds of folks descended on the Space Science Center in search of that
elusive comic or special toy, and the DaVinci had their membership drive table up and running.
Seven DaVinci crew personnel (and one alien) helped man the table during the show. Michael
was selling his books in a separate room in the back of the center with help from Brittanney. Of
course, Dutch was running the show, and Melanie was a dealer selling all kinds of goodies.
Finally, a whole bunch of DaVinci folks dropped by throughout the day to say hello and do a bit
of shopping.
The event’s special guest was Bobby Nash, an award-winning author and lecturer. I was asked
by Dutch to be the moderator for a Q&A session following the showing of the Starship Farragut
episode “Conspiracy of Innocence” in the Omnisphere Theater. The crowd was sparse but the
questions kept coming until time ran out.
The door had not yet opened to the public when a dealer approached the table and said that he
wanted to join the DaVinci. Usually one of us has to let an interested party know all about the
DaVinci and Starfleet before they join, but this guy filled out an application and paid his
membership fee on the spot! That does not happen too often. Anyway, welcome to the best
chapter in Starfleet, James Kuzak! James had a small table across the room from ours and was
selling books and nifty framed posters. It was the only membership we managed that day but with
the number of DaVinci personnel wandering the floor of the center it made for an fun-filled day.
We broke down the table about 3:30 PM and headed home a bit tired but excited that there will
be another comic book show later in the year and a chance to pick up new members.

Helping man the table were Diane, Martha, Joe, and Jeff and Joe again with Russell,
Josh, Al, and Freddy.

Our newest member James Kuzak fills out an application and then poses for a photo!

While Michael and Russell chat by a dealer’s comics, Freddy checks out some albums another
dealer was selling.

Russell and Joe pose with a Star Wars cosplayer while Jeff and Brittanney enjoy a good laugh.

Michael and Brittanney at Michael’s table and Jeff and Josh talking trek!

While Dutch and Randy chat near the front, Melanie poses for a photo at her table.

Mackey and Todd and Jeff and Sandye talking about, what else, Trek!

Posing with their free “Conspiracy of Innocence” DVDs are Todd, Mackey,
author Bobby Nash, Josh, and Randy.
The first event in March was our 21st anniversary party which had to be changed from my house
to CiCi’s pizza due to lack of interest. Folks, when I sent out the email about the party at my
house, I really needed y’all to let me know if you were planning on attending because I had to
know how many pizzas to order. When I only had 4 folks email me back (with one of those four a
question mark), I made the decision not to have it at my house and moved the event to CiCi’s
pizza instead.

It was fairly well-attended with all but one of the folks that had originally emailed me, and
everyone devoured a lot of pizza and dessert pizza. All were able to get their free drink as
members of the DaVinci. Check out the photos from all the fun.

Joe pays for his meal while Karl and Carole wait their turn and Russell and Diane pay for theirs.

Carole and Joe hit the buffet line!

Enjoying their pizza are Mathew (wearing his DaVinci polo) and Yonah and Connie and Carole.

So too do Todd and Joe and Karl and David.

While Russell tried to sell a nice TNG uniform top, Yonah and Diane discuss a surprise present
for birthday boy Mathew!

Surprise! Mathew is excited about his present and appropriately thanks Diane for the gift.

A couple days later it was our March Night Out/Membership meeting which was held at Chili’s.
The night was filled with excitement and deep despair! In other words, the agony and the ecstasy!
Sixteen hungry DaVinci personnel attended the Night Out/Membership meeting in anticipation of
great service and a great meal. The problem is that they gave us a server who was only on the job
for 3 days and there were 16 of us! It took forever to get our meals and when they did arrive some
of the orders were wrong or duplicated. Then there was the unmentionable bill fiasco!
The next day I went to the Chili’s web site and told them exactly went on Monday evening. I
was careful not to blame our server and went so far as not to mention the billing errors. I heard
from them the next day and received a certificate good for a free meal. I suggest that everyone
who was there do the same and then when everyone has their certificates we will descend on
Chili’s for a second go round. So when you receive your non-expiring certificate, let me know.
Okay, so once everyone got their meals, it was time for the drawing for the free meal and the
lucky winner was Wilbert! I also had a few certificate to pass out. A Certificate of Appreciation
was giving to Scott who not only volunteered to be Security Chief for the 2017 Region 2 Summit
but did a bang-up job keeping the peace and guarding Moogie’s Store and Auction Emporium
when I had to step out. I also gave Connie a Legion of Merit certificate for her tireless work in
designing, putting together, and printing the Summit’s logo, program book, and name tags. I had
some other ones as well but the individuals were not present so those will have to wait.
Enough of my rambling - here are some photos from our March Night Out/Membership
meeting.

Just arriving Mathew, Yonah, David, and Josh while inside Mathew and Diane wait to be seated.

NEXT DAVINCI NIGHT OUT AND MEMBERSHIP
MEETING WILL BE AT

O’CHARLEY’S
ON MONDAY 17 APRIL, 7:00 PM
COME FOR THE FOOD AND FRIENDSHIP!!

While Diane and Connie, aka, the “Gossip Girls” do their thing, Joe and Michael wait patiently.

So too does Gail and Scott and Josh and David.

Checking out the menu are Connie, Diane, and Russell and Gail, Scott, and Hal.

Also checking out the menu are Joe and Gregory and David, Mathew, and Yonah.

Michael and Josh decide what to order while Gail and Scott give our server, Micki, their orders.

Sandra and Wilbert saying “Live Long and Prosper” and Freddy and Connie pose for a photo.

Look what we won or received! Wilbert (free meal), Scott (Certificate of Appreciation),
and Connie (Legion of Merit.
Even thought the evening was a nightmare the food was great and folks began to finally leave
nearly 2-1/2 hours after arriving. As you saw above, the next Night Out/Membership meeting will
be on 17 April at O’Charley’s. O’Charley’s is a DaVinci favorite so I expect a good showing.
Hope to see you there!
Until the next time - engage!
ADM Freddy Heller

STARFLEET MARINES
Greetings! I’m writing this article to inform the crew that I will be starting a unit of Starfleet
Marines aboard the USS DaVinci. I remember not too long ago, my most excellent friend, Frazier
Smith, had started one on the ship and I would like to bring it back to life. Being that Frazier is no
longer with us, I would like to reinstate the old unit number in his honor. While I was at the
Region 2 Summit a couple of weeks ago that thought crossed my mind and I went to the Marine
Muster to see what it was all about and to see what I had to do to get one started. I got the
information I was looking for and have also discussed it with our CO, Freddy Heller and he gave
the idea his blessing. In light of that I would like to move forward with this endeavor and I am
calling anyone who wants to join the unit to please feel free and contact me either by phone (706536-4649), text or preferable by email (johtod3@yahoo.com) to let me know you’re interested. I
already have two crew members willing to join, but I need to get everyone together who is
interested, to meet with me and go over a few things and also to vote on some of the rest. Just to

be clear you do not have to be former military to join. All you need is to be a member in good
standing of the DaVinci. In order for you all to better understand what the Marines are all about, I
encourage you to go to the Starfleet Marines website at http://www.sfi-sfmc.org and check it out.
You also may want to read some of the manuals, such as the FORCECOM manual, to get an indepth and detailed understanding of what the Marines are all about. Please contact me, if you
haven’t already, as soon as you can, because I’d like to have a meeting with everyone and get the
ball rolling. Thanks!
FCPT Joshua Ainsworth

RECORDS ROOM REPORTING:
2017 REGION 2 SUMMIT
With a big shout of whoo-hoo, the 2017 Region 2 Summit held right here in Columbus during
the weekend of 10-12 March was on! It was tremendous success; having been attended by nearly
70 members of our region with 27 of those from the USS DaVinci. The majority of folks arrived
on Friday and after getting settled in we embarked on our evening mission to the local El
Vaquero for the Fleet Admiral’s Dinner. Unfortunately, FADM Robert Westfall’s plane was late
coming in so he missed the affair, but the rest of us went ahead and dined on the Mexican cuisine.
Even though the restaurant management got things messed up and wrote us down for the wrong
night, they still were able to get our group reasonably seated in an area together and the
fellowship was great as our fellow Starfleet family renewed acquaintances and friendships from
not seeing each other since last year’s summit. Afterwards everyone went back to the hotel and
pretty much called it a night until Saturday morning.

Freddy and Connie at breakfast Friday morning and Wilbert shops at Moogie’s Store.

Mathew, Yonah, and David at Moogie’s and Porthos plays cards at the registration table with
Bill and Barbara.

Lisa M., Chris, and Gregory chat in the lobby while a member of the Region listens in and Leiko
and Russell wait for the trip to the FA dinner.

The DaVinci crew at El Vaquero: Hal and Gregory and Diane and Russell check out the menu.

So too does Leiko and Scott and Yonah, Mathew, and David.

Lisa M. and Chris share a moment and poor Al who missed the FA dinner.
Breakfast at the hotel consisted of a rather nicely done mini-buffet with biscuits and gravy and
eggs on Saturday and sausage links with mini cheese omelets on Sunday. Opening ceremonies
began at 9:00 AM on Saturday with the introduction of the new Starfleet Commander, FADM
Robert Westfall. Our summit was his very first attended event since taking office and we
welcomed Robert most openly in the finest of Region 2 tradition. Promotions were awarded that
morning and to both our surprise, Josh Ainsworth received advancement to Fleet Captain and I
received a promotion to full Admiral! The DaVinci finally received its 20 Year Service
certificate and Freddy accepted the Perfect Monthly Status Report certificate. The day progressed
with the R2 Marine Muster and various other panels. Hal had a very informative panel that
afternoon on back safety which I think was the highest attended panel during the weekend. I had
one member take the Starfleet Officer’s Training School (OTS) exam who just happened to be
our own Todd Kes and he completed the course with a grade of 100% Distinction. Way to go,
Todd! That afternoon we had the Pie Toss for charity. I won the bid for one pie and was able to
toss a pie at a Region 2 volunteer! Both the FA and RC were also pied and over $200 was raised
for our Brown Bag charity! Later that evening was the Final Mission which paid tribute to those
Region 2 members and celebrities who passed since last year’s Summit.

Hal, Diane, and Russell enjoy their Saturday morning breakfast.

Look who got promoted! Josh (Fleet Captain) and Russell (Admiral)! Congratulations guys!

Freddy accepts the Perfect Reporting and the 20 Year Service Certificates from the RC.

Ready? Set! GO! Russell delivers a perfect pie!

Gregory did not get enough sleep the night before and Martha knits in the lobby.

Members of Region 2 fold the flag during the Final Mission ceremony.

The flag is folded and presented to the Fleet Admiral.
Saturday evening brought us all to Golden Corral for our banquet and after waiting only a short
time since the restaurant was so full, the staff got us all seated in our reserved area quickly. As
always, great food and better fellowship with one another and then it was back to the hotel for the
annual awards presentations. The USS DaVinci brought home several certificates including, 2nd
place for best newsletter and the “Freddy Heller” Overseas Coupon Program (OCP) award for its
$57,500 in donations. Individual awards were also presented. Connie was awarded a Regional
Commendation award for her tireless work on the Summit and Freddy received a Barbara Paul
Superior Performance award for his work in behalf of Region 2. Following the Award ceremony,
Freddy held the annual charity auction, raising over $900!

Jeff, Martha, and Scott wait in line at Golden Corral and Diane and Russell near the front.
NEXT DAVINCI NIGHT OUT AND MEMBERSHIP
MEETING WILL BE AT

O’CHARLEY’S
ON MONDAY 17 APRIL, 7:00 PM
COME FOR THE FOOD AND FRIENDSHIP!!

Todd and Hal and Michael and David at the banquet.

Sandye and Randy and Martha and Jeff enjoy their food.

Mathew, Yonah, and Brittanney and Marcia and Andrew were there too.

Russell with the Republic’s CO, Eric Watts, and Freddy and Connie.

Russell accepts the 2nd Place Newsletter Award from RC Ryan Case, Awards Director
Alex Gibson, and FA Robert Westfall and Connie accepts her Regional Commendation
from the RC and FA.

Freddy accepts the Barbara Paul Superior Performance Award and Overseas Coupon Award.

Freddy in action at the charity auction and Chris and Michael at the Burning Bilge.
Well, the clocks moved forward an hour and Sunday morning brought with it our nondenominational service which was attended by about 10 members of the region and Freddy had 5
takers to his tour of “the shrine” at his home, which if you are not familiar with, is his extensive
Trek/Sci-fi collection. There was an Ask the Brass session at 11:00 AM and closing ceremonies
began around 12 noon. I awarded Todd with his certificate for completing OTS and the Great
Dalmuti and Texas Hold ‘Em’ winners were recognized. The weekend charity (Brown Bag of
Columbus) received a $500 donation and some other personal recognition was given for
individuals who contributed significantly to some of the weekend activities. Everyone finally
gathered in the hotel lobby for the traditional group picture and we actually managed to get
Freddy in the photo for a change. After the majority of sad good-byes were said and done there
was a fairly large group of us that remained for the “Dead Dog Luncheon” at B Merrill’s
restaurant which was one of the largest lunch groups we’ve had in a few years. We closed out
with final farewells and headed homeward.

Region 2 personnel enjoy the away mission to Freddy’s shrine.

FADM Robert Westfall answers questions from the Region during Ask the Brass.

Todd, who won the “guess the number of corks in the jar” contest, poses with his prizes and the
RC and he also accepts his OTS certificate from Russell.

Freddy presents a $500 check to the Brown Bag representative and the DaVinci crew at the
2017 Region 2 Summit!

“See y’all next year!” The Region poses for its annual group shot!

Members of the Region and the USS DaVinci at the Dead Dog luncheon at B. Merrill’s.
All in all, this had to be one of the best Summits I have ever attended and wish to extend a special
thanks to all of the DaVinci members that helped with Summit Staff positions during the
weekend. Looking forward to wherever next year’s Summit brings us together again.
Live long and prosper!
ADM Russell Ruhland

NEWS YOU CAN USE!
The new rates for membership in Starfleet are in place and are a pretty good deal. NOTE:
There are no more paper memberships available. All memberships are electronic (via email). If
you are thinking of joining Fleet but the expense was too high now you can get your
membership for much less money. Not only will you save money there, but your membership in
the DaVinci is half off as well (up to a $7.50 savings!) and you are automatically promoted to
Acting Ensign! The new Starfleet membership rates are: Individual - $10; Family of 2 - $15;
Family of 3 - $17; Family of 4 - $19; Add $2.00 for each additional family member. If you are
not in Starfleet, please give some thought about joining this great organization!

TABULATIONS
With a large donation of over 16,000 tabs Freddy has surged into the lead. Jeff remains solidly
in second place and Connie in third. We are well ahead of last year’s total at this same time so
keep up the good work! As always, the tabs can come off any type can from pop to cat food to
dog food to soup! Ask your neighbors to save tabs for you; ask your church or other social group
to save tabs. You will be surprised as to how many tabs you can collect that way. Here are the
current totals as of press time:
Starting Balance
Freddy Heller
Jeff Kirkland
Russell Ruhland
Connie Heller
Mackey Carter
Hal Stewart
Scott Roop
Total

237
24279
8000
4607
3832
1906
305
292
43476

DAVINCI NIGHT OUT
The Night Out/Membership Meeting locations for 2017 were selected at our Thanksgiving get
together at Golden Corral. We have some great locations in store with one new location and
several we had not been to in quite a while. I hope you will mark your calendars. Here are the
2017 locations:
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

Zeb’s Chicken and Seafood (Ladonia)
Willy’s Mexicana Grill **NEW**
Chili’s
O’Charley’s
Olive Garden
Chili Thai
Wild Wings Café **NEW**
Hoolahan’s
Cheddars
CiCi’s Pizza
New China
Panera Bread Company

HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO YOU!

Here are just a few of the following DaVinci personnel, Star Trek celebrities, and historical
events that are celebrating birthdays or anniversaries in April.
Grace Lee Whitney (Yeoman Janice Rand on TOS)
Apple Computer Founded by Steve Jobs, Steve Wozniak, & Ronald Wayne (1976)
First Weather Satellite, TRIOS-One, is Launched (1960)
First Hand-Held Portable Telephone Demonstrated By Motorola (1973)
Maiden Voyage of Shuttle Challenger (1983)
Frank Gorshin (Bele on TOS)
First Men to Reach North Pole (Robert E. Perry and Matthew A. Henson 1909)
First Long-Distance (Washington to New York) Demonstration of TV (1927)

1st
1st
1st
3rd
4th
5th
6th
7th

NASA Presented its First Seven Astronauts (1959)
Apollo 13 Begins its Ill-Fated Mission to the Moon (1970)
First Man in Space (Yuri Gagarin 1961)
Charles Napier (Adam on TOS)
LTJG Leiko Koone
First Test Flight of Shuttle Columbia (1981)
Apollo 13 is Crippled When a Tank of Liquid Oxygen Explodes (1970)
Michael Ansara (Kang on TOS)
First Woman to Fly Across English Channel (Harriet Quimby 1912)
First Woman to Solo Around the World (Jerrie Mock 1964)
Apollo 13 Returns Safely to Earth after Near Disaster (1970)
Herman Zimmerman (Set Designer)
Elinor Donahue (Asst Commissioner Nancy Hedford on TOS)
Ashley Judd (ENS Robin Lefler on TNG)
First Launch of a Manned Orbital Scientific Station (Salyut 1, 1971)
Apollo 16 Lands on the Moon (1972)
Clint Howard (Balok on TOS; Grady on DS9)
George Takei (CPT Hikaru Sulu)
CRMN Joshua Turner
China Launches Its First Satellite (1970)
First Satellite Relay of a Television Signal (1962)
Bacillus Responsible for Tuberculosis Discovered by Robert Koch (1882)
Pioneer Ten Crosses Pluto’s Orbit (1983)
Hubble Space Telescope is Deployed (1990)
ENS Michael Allen
ENS Jeanne Ainsworth
Spice Williams (Vixis from Search for Spock)
Kate Mulgrew (CPT Kathryn Janeway on VOY)
Gideon Sundback Receives a Patent for a “Separable Fastener” or Zipper (1913)

9th
11th
12th
12th
13th
14th
13th
15th
16th
17th
17th
19th
19th
19th
19th
20th
20th
20th
24th
24th
24th
24th
25th
25th
25th
26th
26th
29th
29th

MEMBERSHIPS
Many of you do not know when your membership in the DaVinci or Starfleet is due for
renewal. So to help you remember, the following lists your family expiration dates. Please note
that if your name is highlighted in RED in the DaVinci column this will be your last newsletter.
If highlighted in BOLD your membership is expired or nearing its expiration so please renew
soon. Thanks!

Name
Sandra Adams
Josh Ainsworth
Michael Allen
Steve Brown
Mackey Carter
Virginia Clark
David Croft
Dutch Cummings
Kim Diggs
Jeff Dotson
Randy Dunn
Marcia Edwards
Whitney Gaines
Susan Gallagher
Freddy Heller
Karl Henry
Jonathan Jones
Todd Kes
Jeff Kirkland
Leiko Koone
James Kuzak
David Lindsey
Lech Mazur

DaVinci
Jul 17
Aug 17
Jul-17
Dec 17
Jan 21
Jul 17
Apr 17
Jul 17
Dec-17
Jul 17
Jul 17
Aug 17
Aug 17
Jul 17
Jul 17
Mar 17
Jul-17
Oct 17
Nov 17
Dec 17
Feb 18
Feb 19
Jul 17

Starfleet
Aug 17
May 17
Jan 18

Jul 17

Jul 17
Aug 17
Mar-17
Sep 17
NA
Oct 17
Aug 17
Feb 18
Feb 18
Dec 17

Name
DaVinci
Lisa Monhead
Jul 17
Maria Morgan
May 18
Margaret McGillicuddy Jul 17
Gregory Newer
Nov 17
LTM
Sandra Okamoto
Amy Ottinger
Jul 17
Kevin Parker
Feb 18
Barbara Paul
Jul 17
Joe Perry
Jul 17
Paige Reagan
Aug 17
James Rodgers
Jul 17
Scott Roop
Jul 17
Russell Ruhland
Aug 17
Dennis Shaw
Jul 17
Thelma Shumpert
Oct 17
Gisela Stephens
LTM
Harold Stewart
Feb 18
Debbie Strauss
Jul 17
Mike Walker
Jul 17
Jaryn Wester
Last Issue
Patty Williams
Sep 17
David Wright
Jul 17

Starfleet
Jul 17
Dec 17
Nov 17

Aug 17
Nov 17
Expired
May 17
Aug 17
Jul 17
Jun 17
Dec 17
Apr 17
Jan 18
Jun 17
Expired
Expired

AHOY! WELCOME ABOARD!
Welcome aboard to the following crew personnel who have recently joined (*) or renewed their
membership in the DaVinci (D) and/or Starfleet (S).
David Lindsey (S)
James Kuzak (D*)

Yonah Lindsey (S)

Mathew Lindsey (S)

LATINUM VAULT
Opening Balance
Dues
Purchases
Cans
Postage/supplies
Night Out

$112.20
$15.00
$53.00
$2.15
$13.65
$15.00

Closing Balance

$153.70

RADM Connie Heller

DAVINCI T-SHIRTS
The new DaVinci t-shirts are in!! They are quite nice and I am sure they will go fast so make
sure you reserve yours today. The cost is very reasonable: YM to L ($11); XL ($12), 2X ($13),
3X ($14), and 4X ($15). I did order (I hope) enough of each size and this time around some youth
medium in each color. Oh, we still have a few of the older ones left and they can be purchased at
a slight discount. Here is what the new ones look like:

)
Operations

Science

Engineering

Here is what we currently have in stock:
Operations (Red)
Youth Medium
1
Small
1
Medium
3
Large
3
XL
4
2X
3
3X
1
4X
1

Science (Blue)
Youth Medium
Small
Medium
Large
XL
2X
4X

1
1
4
1
2
4
1

Engineering (Yellow)
Youth Medium
1
Small
1
Medium
5
Large
2
XL
2
2X
1
4X
1

We also have several of the last version DaVinci shirts available for a discount – your choice
$7.00 each. Here is what we have: Operations (1 - Medium); Science (1 - Medium); Engineering
(1 - Medium); Generic Gray (1 - Medium and 2 – XL); and believe it or not we still have one of
our first gray t-shirts (Medium) in stock. If you want any of the above t-shirts feel free to email or
call me to reserve your size. I cannot hold it forever so if you reserve a shirt, please pay as soon
as possible. Thanks

ACCOLADES

A BIG Bajoran thanks or congratulations go to:
Hal for his weekly donation of cans and
Russell for being awarded the Omega Boothby for completing 1000 SFA courses.

TV SHOWS ON DVD
Here are some scheduled DVD releases for April that may interest you:
“Good Wife, Complete Series” (4th)
“Medium, Complete Series” (4th)

“Mars, Complete Series” (11th)
“Hawaii Five-O, Complete Series” (18th)

LINKS

Here are a few important web sites relevant to the DaVinci:
Starfleet Home Page:
http://www.sfi.org/
Starfleet Region 2 Home Page:
http://www.region2.org/
USS DaVinci Home Page
http://www.ussdavinci.org/
Craig’s List:
http://columbusga.craigslist.org/grp

USS DAVINCI IN PICTURES
The following is a trip down the USS DaVinci memory lane. Each month I will show a series of
photographs from our very beginning, as the Shuttle DaVinci, up until the present time. Many of
you will remember these faces. To others they will be complete strangers. But, they made the
USS DaVinci what it is today. Reminisce. If you have any photographs that you would like to see
published in the Pilot, feel free to send them to me with a brief explanation as to who is in the
photo and when and where it was taken. If I get a name wrong, please let me know! Okay, here is
Part II of Lisa N’s. 40th birthday party at Carrabba’s!

Diane checks out one of Lisa’s gifts with Matthew looking on and Russell watches Lisa
open another gift.

Lisa shows her Romulan Warbird ornament and Park poses for a picture.

Lisa blows out the candles while Diane and Margaret look on and cutting the cake!

Lisa cuts the cake as Joe and Russell await their piece and Park, Connie, Lisa, Patty, and Randy
in the dining room.
Next month the wedding of the year!

CARGO BAY

Receive $25 off Tax Preparation Fee!

DaVinci Members Receive a 20 % Discount!

DaVinci Members Receive a $20.00 Discount!

Receive Free Drink with Adult Buffet Purchase!

DaVinci members Receive a Discount

Spend $5.00 and Get a Free Drink!

Spend $5.00 and Get a Free Drink!

A LITTLE HUMOR AND DISMISSED!

